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A Compact, On-the-Job Reference for Linemen and Cablemen

Fully updated with the latest NEC and OSHA standards, this one-stop portable guide contains the crucial electrical data, formulas, calculations, and safety information essential at any jobsite. The Lineman's and Cableman's Field Manual, Second Edition, provides easy-to-follow details on constructing, operating, and maintaining both overhead and underground electric distribution and transmission lines. Helpful charts, tables, diagrams, equations, and definitions are included throughout this handy resource. 

The new edition of the manual covers: Line conductors * Cable, splices, and terminations * Distribution voltage transformers * Wood-pole structures * Guying * Lightning and surge protection * Fuses * Inspection and maintenance plans * Tree trimming * Rope, knots, splices, and gear * Grounding * Protective grounds * Safety equipment and rescue
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Aspect-Oriented, Model-Driven Software Product Lines: The AMPLE WayCambridge University Press, 2011


	As the size and complexity of software systems grows, so does the need for

	effectivemodularity, abstraction and compositionmechanisms to improve the reuse

	of software development assets during software systems engineering. This need

	for reusability is dictated by pressures to minimise costs and shorten the time

	to market....
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Java SE 7 Programming EssentialsSybex, 2012

	Learn core programming concepts and technologies on the leading software development language


	This full-color book covers fundamental Java programming concepts and skills for those new to software development and programming. Taking a straightforward and direct approach,Java SE 7 Programming Essentials provides a...
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Beginning Java Game Development with LibGDXApress, 2015

	Design and create video games using Java, with the LibGDX software library. By reading Beginning Java Game Development with LibGDX, you will learn how to design video game programs and how to build them in Java. You will be able to create your own 2D games, using various hardware for input (keyboard/mouse, gamepad controllers, or...
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SPSS For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Program SPSS with Python® and Command Syntax
    The fun and easy way® to generate solid decision-making results with SPSS    

    Stymied by SPSS? This friendly, plain-English guide gets you up and running with the latest version of the software so that you can start performing calculations...
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Hackers Beware: The Ultimate Guide to Network SecuritySams Publishing, 2001

	Hackers Beware starts with a roadmap of the various areas of hacking but quickly delves into the details of how specific attacks work and how to protect against them. Since most attacks we hear about either occur or are perceived to come from hackers, people are very interested "in how they do that" - the techniques hackers use to...
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Statistical Mechanics of LearningCambridge University Press, 2001
The effort to build machines that are able to learn and undertake tasks such as datamining, image processing and pattern recognition has led to the development of artificial neural networks in which learning from examples may be described and understood. The contribution to this subject made over the past decade by researchers applying the...
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